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The fall text of the Report, included here in the fora of
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The Report summary is as follows*

Tiie aim of experiment was detailed verification of the

evaporation hypothesis of polar emission. According to this hypo-

thesis, the polar particles /light charged particles emitted

along the fission ax*«/ are the result of in-flight evaporation ,

from fission fragments. i

During the experiments the following quantities hare been ;

simultaneously determined1« the ensrgy and kind of pelar particle, |

the eaergy of Both fission fragments and the time delay between

the fragment and polar partióle pulses. The geometry of the

experiment is shewn ia fig.l of the Report. The presented results

include?

- relative intensity of various particle emission /table 1/,

- ensrgy spectra of pelar partióles /fig. 2/,

- »ass distribution ef fragments /fig.3/ t



paga 2..

- energy speetra of fragmenta /fig.7 /,

- tatal kinetic energy /fig.8/,

- seme correlations Between these quantities /fig«. 9,10 and 11/.

Numerical data regarding the measured distributions are

given in table 2.

The recuits have been compared with theoretioal prediotiens,

and while seme experimental results agree remarkably well with the

evaperatien hypothesis, the general conclusion is that taken

together the data obtained in the present experiment seem to

disprove this hypothesis.

The data processing occurred to be much more time consuming

than we had expected /we had no experience, since this experiment

was the first truly multiparameter experiment in enr country/ and

this Is the reason fer the considerable delay in preparing the

report.

Chief investigator

/Dr Uieczysîaw Sowinski/



Multiparameter studios of polar «mission
236

in Ü fission

B. Piasecki, U. Sowinski, L. Nowickl, A. Kordyasa,
B. Cioálak and XI. Czarnaoki

Institute of Nuclear Rosoarch
Department IA .

05-400 Swierk, Poland

Abstract1* The energy distributions and relative intensities of

prêtons, àeuterons, tritons and OC-partióles emitted along fission
23 tP

axis daring the thermal noutron fission of U «ere measured

simultaneously with both fission fragment energies.

The nass distributions of fragments, the total kinetic ener-

gy /TKE/, the dependence of the mean TKE on the fragment mass,

as well as the mean kinetic energy dependence of polar partióles j

on the fragment mass and oncrgy wore subsequently deduced from

these data. Although sons ozporimental result agree remarkably1

well with the hypothesis that polar partióles are in-flight evapora

-ted from fission fragments, the general oonolusion is that these

partióles ars ssittsd according to some other meohanism.

1« Introduction

The neohaniaa of charged particle emission along the fission

axis Is not known, According to the only hypothesis elaborated

in detail / this process, referred to as "polar emission", is a

manifestation oí the charged partióle evaporation ohannel in

This werk was performed under the International Ateaie Energy
Agenoy oentraot No 1126/RB.



deexoitation of the fully aocolorated fission fragments. Using

the angular momentum dopondcnt statistical deexoitation model it

waa possible to prodict tho intonsititos and energy apeotra of

the various partiólos omitted, of angular distribution of polar

CC-particles, and of tao fragment mass and exoitation energy dis tri

-bâtions in polar emission accompanying the V fisaion.

Because of experimental difficulties, arising mainly from :

the low intensity of the effect, oomparison of these predictions

with experimental data was performed as yet only very roughly.

The oonclusion was that the disagreements between the calcula-

tions and experimental results regarding the energy speotra

and the intensities of omission of polar protons, douterons,

tritons, oC-particles and Ho ~ ) , the mean fragment masses

2Y
and energies, and the angular distribution of polar oC-partioles /

wer^within the /large/ experimental errors and model unoertain-

ties.

In particular, the experimental energy speotra of polar

partióles while remarkably similar to the calculated ones were

oonsistantly lower than the latter, although the differences

were within the possible syotomatio errors«

The total kinetic and mass distributions of fragments in

polar emission were not known as yet and apart of the oC-particl«

case the intensities of emission and energy speotra of various

polar partióles were uoasured without identification whether the I

registered light partiólo tras flying along the light or heavy :

fragment trajectory.

The aim of the present work was to verify in gqäter detail

the evaporation hypothesis. After describing the experimental

arrangement /section 2/ and data analysis prooedure /sootion 3/



we report the experimental rosults oonoeraing the relativo inten-

sities of polar partiólos /4.I./ , the energy speotra of these

partióles /4.2./ , the fragnont mass distributions /4,3./ and -

fragment energy spectra /4.4»/, the results oonoerning the total

kinetics unergy /4.S./ , and finally some relations between these

variables /4.6./. In oach case tho experiaental results are

oompared with the prodictions based on the evaporation hypothesis«

Conclusions are sumnarised in section 5«

2« Experimental arrangement.

A 750 fig/cta 2 3 5U target deposited on a 500 jig/oa2 Ni

S ""2 "i

foil was irradiated in a G x 10 ca s thermal neutron flux

fron tho EVA. reactor at tho Institute of Nuolear Research in

£wierka The geometry of the experiment is shown in fig« i«

The light charged particles flying in the vioinity of the

fission axis were identified and their energy was measured using

a semiconductor telescope consisting of a surfaoe barrier /SB/

45 jm thiok A E detector and a i.7 ma thick Si A i / drifted E

deteotor. simultaneously uoth fission fragments were registered

in two SB detectors. The 30 jam deteotor (̂ denoted as F ) was

sufficiently thick to stop and register fission fragments

going almost in the acme direction as the light particles, protec-

ting at the same time tho telescope from fission fragments and

oC*»radioaotivity of the target.

The second fragment detector ( F^) registered fragments going

in the opposite direction. To reduce the radiation damage effoots :

in the fission detectors, analog stabilization oireuits were

applied, and after reoeivlng the dose 2«5 x 10 fragments/cm



the detsotors wore oxchaagod.

The simultaneous /i7ituin 2us/ pulsos fron the E, A B , F

and F w detectors wore analysed and event-by-event atored on

•agnetio tape by means of cno Nuclear Data 4420 lfuliiparameter

Analyser. The F and E^ pulsos were gated by the F Q A F^

ooinoideuoe pulses /¿¥ *> 15ns/« In addition a fifth parameter was

registered, viz, the time delay /in the range of 100ns/ between

the B and F~. pulses, measured using the time-to-amplitude

oonverter /TAG/. By an appropriate gating of this time spectrum

during the off-line analyais tho coincidence resolving time

was set at 20na. Regiatorins oX the time spectrum enabled an

eff-line differentiation between the jfobBHltaiuiBUïjrf trae and

rändern coincidences accumulated simultaneously«.

The five-fold coincidences were on-line sorted and displayed

in the form ef tho E — A E and E-TA.C dual parameter spectra,

what enabled continuous monitoring of measurements» The E-Zffi

speotra measured without coincidences with fission fragments,

the F AFJJ, coincidences and singles were simultaneously

registered and displayod for monitoring and calibration purpose«.

Calibration and stability oho cits of the E and AB

branches ef eleotronioo were niado twice a day using the AM

source and precision generator pulser«

The typioal oounting rates were: F Q A F ^ - 3000/s, E A A E - 1 0 0

triparti tion CC-particles/rain, five-parameter E A A E A F A F^ A

events - 6/hour. The random ooinoidenoe oounting rate

eenstltuted about 2 per cent of the true one.



3. Dataranalysta

Data analysis oonsited of tho following steps*

/i/ReJeotiou of random coincidences*

/ii/ Transf eraation <£ tho addrosses /Ho of channels/ of the E,

A E, F and F^ ADC*s into the ^provisional" energies«

/iii/ Polar partiólo identification, oalonlation of the B_œ E+AE

values.

/iv/ OorreotloQ of tho E values for the energy loss in the target

backing, in F doteotor, and in tbo /thin/ dead layer of the

AE deteotor /using tho Steward range-energy data I/,

/v/ Correetien of the provisional FQ energy fer the light parti-

el« energy deposited in the FQ doteotor

/vi/ Calculation of the prenoutron emission fragment energies

F and and masses M using the slightly saodified proce-
dure of Sjuaitt el al. ' /see Appendix/« Calculation of> the

U* - U o + M 3 m 236-M^. , whore U^ is the mass of the polar

partióle, 11 and M „ aro tho masses of fragments going in

the sane and opposite dirootions with respeot to the pelar

partiólo« II?* oaa /but &ood not/ be Interpreted as the

fragment mass before the polar emission, if tho sequential

nature of this process:' is assumed« It is important to

emphasise that the fragment masses are oaloulated basing on

the linear momentum conservation, without any assumptions as

to the polar emission mechanism.

A l l / Calculation of the total kinetic energies

t 1 • p + s 4. E
tot o 3T 3

' Bt0t " PO + P3T

where F* is the kinetic energy of the "0" fragment before

th« polar emission, assuming that emission talco« place after



aeoeleration of the fragment to its final veloeity»

/riil/ Caleulation of tho "channel energy" /or the fragment-partiel«

•relative" energy/ Eghan
 t i»'e. ev.ent-by-event

transformation of the E_ lab energy into the post-emission
3

"0" fragment reference system /using the experimentally do-
\OTt

termlned masses and energies/. At this stage of data analyst«

are in possession of an event-by-event l i s t of the following

quantities t kind of polar partióle, E3, B^11*11, FQ, F*, F^ t

/ix/ Sort this list into the various single and dual parameter

distributions»

*•

4*1« Relative,.intenaittiea

Let us call the polar emission along the light fragment

trajectory the "L-emission" and along the heavy, fragment trajee*

tory the "B-emission", without prejudice as to the emission

souree. The relative intensities of emission of varions polar

particles fer both cases, the L/H intensity ratios, and the

values predioted in calculations based en the evaporation

hypothesis are given in table 1.

The above results call for the following comments« First
be)

of all it should/stated that tho calculated absolute Intensities

of polar OC-emisslon given in table 2 of ref. 1/ are slightly im

errer because the post-neutron emission instead of the pre~emi-

7/
ssien fragment mass distribution xknc were used. After an

appropriate correction the calculated eross sections for the L->

caá B-emission In the thermal neutron fission ef

/ hvnntheals "an / and 1.4 and 33 nb

235U are 2*3



/hypothesis "b"/, reepectively. In the following considerations

we deseard the "b" version as it provides resalto which are

much Inferior.
do not]

Secondly, the experimental values given in table I/take

account of the geometry effects» Thus, If the angular distribute

of various emitted partióles on the one hand and those In the L-

and H-emissions on the other are différent,»ne oannet expect
refer)

the precise agreement with the calculated values, which/to the

intensities integrated over all angless

Thirdly, when comparing the experimental and calculated

Intensities one should keep in mind that the calculations are

dependent on many parameters and aooording to the analysis per—
*/ intensities^

formed in ref• the calculated Kxpzs&tfoan be easily changed

by a factor of say B ni thin the parameter uncertainties. Taking

this into account, the good agreement between the calculations

and experiment observed for tho L-caission can be regarded as

rather fortuitous,since no parameter fit vas attempted, while

disagreement for the Il-cwlssion is not large enough to disqualify

the evaporation hypothesis*

4.2. Energy spectra of polar partióles

Energy spectra of the polar protons, tritons and alpha

particles from the L- and H-emission are shown in fig.2. The

•peetra of deu^f ons are omitted ivjvlew of the relatively high

probability of distortion due to admixtures of protons and

tritons* The estimated maximum systematic shifts of the peaks

are O.JSUeV.

The agreement between the experimental speotra »f prêtons

based on the evaporation mnAml la vory good.



On the ether hand rocont results confirm the previous observation/ [

that fer OC-partióles the agreement is satisfactory only for the 5

R-emission, /in tenas of tho evaporation model - emission frorn̂

the undef oraed heavy f rasments/, while in the ease ef L-emissien :

the fair agreement /also fer intensity of emission/ could he >

obtained only after taking account ef the deformation ef light ]

fragments.

However, the triton spcotra are an argument against the

attempt te explain, the discrepancies by invoking the deformation

effects« As it is seen in tho figure, the significant discrepan-

cies between the theory and experiment à-*e observed here beth

for the L- and the E-eraiscions . Wore it confirmed this would

be a significant argument against the evaporation hypothesis, sin-

ce the energy spectra are quito insensitive to the calculation

parameter uncertainties. Moreover, the oaloulated intensity ef
significantly)

emission /as well as the energy spectra/ are /sensitive te fragment

deformation only in tho ease of oC -particle evaporation,henee
oj

accounting for the fragment deformation destins the goed

agreement between the experiment aart tfcsery sees is ta« table 1*

It should be mentionod tiiat the oaloulated speotra ware ;

transformed to the laboratory system using the oaloulated mean ;
! |.

fragment masses and energies, but an event-by-event transformation |

: i !

of the experimental speotra into the "channel energy11 distribu-

tions /using the experimental masses and energies/ did not ohange

aisnifioantlr the relation between the oaloulated and measured

results.



4.3. Thg_frfiflmont nngn distributions

Comparison of tho binary fission fragment Mass distribuí*.««

/as measured under our osperimontal conditions/ with the dlstribi

tions of M* In polar omission of protons, tritons and oC-parti-

cles 1B shown In fig.3. Since the latter concern the aaas of

fragments going in the earae direction as the polar particles, the

distributions are nonoyisnetrio, «hat Is reflected in table 1

by the L/n intercity ratios. The post-polar emission fragment mai

distributions ore sïïiîtoo of course to the left by the M» vaines,

i.e. polar particle casses. The moan values and dispersions of

maxima are given in table 2, tho former are displayed also in

fig.4.

It Is not known, whether the polar emission Is a sequential

process of binary fission which is followed after seme delay by

the light particle emission, or it is a simultaneous three-body

braak*up* If the process is a sequential one, and the delay

Is greater than say 2 s iO~ s , then it Is highly probable thai

the emission takes place from ¿he fragment going in the same

direction as the emitted light partióle, slnoe in the ether case

the initial energy of this partiels ñGüld be unreasonably high t«

overbalance the fragment velocity and to give finally the

observed 23MeV of kinetic energy In the lab system»

Assuming that this is the case, fig.3 should be Interpre-

ted as the mass distribution of fragments after the first stage,

i.e. before the light fragment emission, and this would Indicate:

that»

/!/ apart fron the differences in tha h/ïï Intensity ratios the

pre-eaission fragment mass distributions are «pit« similar in tfe«

ease of p-, t- and oC-polar emission, and

/ii/ the polarly emitting light fragments are slj ghtly heavier



in bipartition, while in the case of emission from the heavy

fragments no differences in masses are visible«

Observation /ii/ is in serious confliot with the predictions

based on the evaporation modal. As it is show? in fig« 5 in the
the/

CÇ-emission case tbo calculated mass distribution of/evaporating

fragments is distinctly shifted to the right with respeet to the

binary fission naos distribution, what would be easily detectable

even with our poor oxporiisental Q.IGS resolution« The reason for

this is mainly the very strong excitation energy dependenoe of

evaporation intensity. A E it was shown in fig« 11 of raf • ,

this intensity significantly aoponds on the optical model parane-

ters, en the neutron and evaporated particle separation energies,

and en the level density parameter. However, by far the mast im-

portant is dependenoe on the fragment excitation «nergy« Already

in the ease of neutron evaporation from fragmento tho differences

is excitation energy of various fragments are reflected by the

well known "saw-tooth" shape of the V ( A ) dependenoe, with the

peak-tayalley ratio of about 5. In the oase of charged partióle

evaporation this effect is amplified by an exponential dependenoe

of the Coulomb barrier penetrability on exaltation energy» so

that the predioted peak-to-valley ratio in í ¿ / f^ (ll* ) is of •'

the order of 10'5

Assuming the sequential nature of the process /what we are

allowed to do when verifying the evaporation hypothesis/, we nava

where Y*s are the /normalised to unity/ mass distributions

of fragments in polar emission and binary fission, while Pa is ' ¡

the probability of polar partiólo emission fron the fragment

produoed in the first stage of the process« In the ease of



evaporation, the P, is proportional to the Ç/ÇJ ratio. Since

the Pa(U*) distribution is shifted to the right with respect

to the rB(Ue*)/aee fig. 10 in rof. *'/ , the peaks of the Y^

distribution should bo also shifted, what was not observed. This

is seen even «ore o1early in fig. 6, whore the distributions of Pj

are presented. Remembering that only under the above mentioned

assumption this distribution oan bo interpreted as the.dependence

of the emission probability on tho fragment mass, we see thatt

/i/ suoh a dependenoe is similar in all three oases,

/ii/ in the oC-partióle case /whore detailed calculations have

been made/ the experiment is in olear disagreement with the

evaporation predictions, and

/iii/ in the case of n-eiaission the probability is strikingly indepen-

dent of the fragment maso.

In our opinion, oopocially the latter result la impossible

to explain within tho equilibrium evaporation model, even all*

owing fer a reasonable paranotcr variation.

fragment energy spectra

The fragment energy speotra in bipartition and polar émission

are compared in fig« 7 for the fragments going approximately in

the «ame direction as tho light partióle (F } and for thesa

going in the opposite direction/?^ /. The peak parameters are

given in table 2* •

It is seen from figs. 7 and 3a that the 7 energies are

much mere reduced with rospoot -o the binary fission fragment

energies than the ̂ . values . Since the mass distributions in

both processes are sinilar, thio is a kinematioal effeot of the

linear momentum conservation, irrespective of whether the process

!• seqaential or not« Tho diííorcnoo, however, between the ~r and
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the mean bipartition fragment energy FQ implies tbat «ven after

aooounting for the recoil offoct by calculating the pre-eulssion

F* value«, the enorgoiics of both processes are different,

what is discussed in the no.-t cootion.

We should like to mention that other measurements of the FQ

apeotra are in disagreement with the results presented here* Our
in/ —

firat experiment on polar emission ' save the Ffl - VQ differenoe

ef 12*0 £ i.5 iteV for the L-onission, much lesa than the value

of 18.5 i 0,2 lfeV now obtainod. The reasons weret auch worse

fragment deteetor resolution, the maes-independent detector cali-

bration, not providing for tho energy deposited in F detector

by pelar particles, and possibly aoae admixture ef the proton

•venta«

Androev et al X1^ gsvo tho value of 11.3 ± i.5 lieV, while

12/
Adanev et al. ' did not notice any difference between the

252
fragment spectra in bipartition and polar emission ef Cf.

It la a rather surprising result, since it would imply that in

the ease ef Cf the fragment mass distributions In the polar

•miaaien and binary fission are very different.

4,6. kinetioenergy

'• *

In table 2 and in fig. Sd total kinetic energy ? r3+ •

r * B3 i B oonparod trtth tho TKE 6f bipartition fragments.

As it la seen, only in the caao of oC-enlsaion the energy ef

the light particle overbalances the decreasing of the fragment

kinetic energies«

Te verify the evaporation hypothesis we have oaloulated

alae the distributions of E^Qt , which is the kinetie energy of
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fragments before the polar emission, assuaing the sequential na-

ture ef the proceso. Tho rosults are given in MBOk table 2 and

in fig. 8c » It is soon that from among all binary fission fragas»

nta polar emission occurs from those having a lesser kinetlo

energy /i.e. more exoitation onorgy/. Qualitatively, this is in
thej

agreement with/evaporation taodol, sinoe the charged partióle eva-

poration ooupetos with the noutron evaporation only at high

fragment exoitation, i . o . by IO-2OM0V higher than usually /see

f i g s . 26 and 29 in rof ' / . However, the quantitative comparison

ef ear results «ith calculations / f i g . 80/ i s another argument

against the evaporation hypothoais, sinoe lowering of the kinetio

energy ef fragments in polar crtission with respect te the binary
excitation!

fission gives only about half tho needed/energy. The second half
could, in principle, bo taken fron the seoond fragment, however,

the recent experiments sussost * that the excitation

•nergies ef fission fragaonts are stat ist ical ly unoorrelatecU

and as will be shown in the next seotion, even with this pessibili

- ty tilers i s too l i t t l e energy available te save the evaporation !

hypothesis.

4.6c Correlations

From the raultitutde oT correlations between the measured

quanti ties we display here only three.

The dependence ^tot(Mo) l s s n o w n i n fiS« °i where it is

seen that in the oases of p,t- and oC-polar emission this depende*

nee is similar to that in binary fission.

The dependenae of the mean polar particle energy in the lab

system on the pre-emission fragment mass is pretty weak /figs.10a

and 10b/ . Especially in the case of «C-partioles the mean energy

decreases by abont ilioV when one passes from the light to heavy



fragment, while within, each group /L or H/ the energy seems to

be mass-independent. This sooma to be true /within experimental

uncertainties/ also for tho fixed FQ fragment energy,

Xn terms of tho evaporation hypothesis the anticipated
fragmentj /

strong/maBB dependence of tho energy of emitted particle (in the

fragment reference system^ might be compensated when passing te

the laboratory system duo to tho decreasing with mass fragment ki-

netic energy. In fact, after transformation of the experimental
spectra to the post-omission fragment refei/nce system /fig.10c/

the main trend of the E^han(r.I*) is similar to the calculated

one, including even tho bonding in the symmetric mass fission

region. This is even more remarkable if we oensider the comparati-

vely poor mass resolution /see Appendix/*

The last correlation we have chosen to display is the depen-

dence of the mean polar particle energy on the energy of the

fragment going in the same direction. As it is seen in figs, lia

and lib, in the lab system ¥„ is practically independent of F •

In the fragment* reference ayatorn this dependence fa bit stronger

but the anticipated dependence of tho evaporated particle energy

•a the fragment kinetic energy is much stronger /fig.lie/.

Knowing the fragment niasses and their kinetio energies we
\befprethe polar emission/

can oalcalate the total excitation energy oïf&ï/ fragmentsYas

V^gt • <? - B^ot , assuming tho sequential charaoter of the process

and averaging «ver a certain nass interval (the Q-values given in rH

ref. ) having been used). It turns out that for the high F* < •

•rents /as opposed to the average ones/ the fragment ezoitatlon

energy is so small /see fig.llo/ that polar partióles have no

ohanoe to compete with neutron evaporation even if the whole

available energy concentrâtes at the emitting fragment , of oourse

in toras of the statistical equilibrium evaporation model.
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5. ÇonolnBiona_

Some experimental results agree with the predictions based

on the hypothesis that polar particles are in-flight evaporated

from fission fragments. Theso are :

/!/ shapes of polar particle energy speotra,

/ii/ position of proton and alpha particle speotra, the latter

especially in the caso of n-cmission,

/ill/ general shape of the dopenclonce of the mean partióle energy

on the emitting fragmont mass,

/I T / absolute intensity of oí -partióles emitted along the heavy

2/
fragment trajectory /result of the work '/,

/v/ relative intensity of emission of various polar particles ,

especially in the case of L-emission.

Some data, however, are in serious conflict with the above hype-

thesis , viz.,

/!/ the experimental energy spectra of tritons, which tend to be

lower than the calculated ones,

/ii/ the mass distributions of fragments,

/ H i / dependence of the moan polar particle energy on fragment

kinetic /i.e. also excitation/ energy,

/ I T / too high kinetic /i.e. too low exoitation/ energy of

fragments.

Sinoe different hypotheses can give rise to similar predic-

tions, the agreement between theory and experiment can never be >;»'i

considered as[proof of theory, and any significant incompatibili-

ties of experimental results with theoretical predictions are

decisive In the process of hypothesis verification. Thus we con-

clude that if confirmed by an independent measurement our experi-

mental results can be considered as disproving the evaporation
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hypothesis of polar

It is possible that tho evaporation from fragments, whioh

should exist anyway, is an admixture to the main meohaniso, the

nature of which etfasiässs. is otill unknown. One of the pcssiblities

is that the polar partiólos aro registered in the vioinity of the

fission axis due to tho "glory" effect 16'. Although this effeot

has never been observed for protons, one should note the peculiar

geometry of the nuclear + Conloab field shortly after the scission«

Appropriate calculations aro in progress and detailed measure-

Bents ef polar particle angular distributions are being prepared»



Caloulation_of ^ p ^ g

The ktown procedure of the fission fragment nass determina-
. g/

tion /see reí / «as modified according to the three-body ohara-

eter of the prooess. From the linear momentum conservation law one

gets the following expression for the itJHt-emisBlon If masst

where

B - - 4AC

2A

A -ÍF0 +

C -[(236 - U3E
33

 2

f is the angle between the "0° fragment and the polar particle

flight direotions. For this angle we have taken the average value

of 10* /see fig.l/.

The energies and masses were calculated in the following

steps t

/i/ M . 236 -- ^ 2 — —
Í0 +h

, whore f's are the "provisional"

fragment energies.

/ii/ "Provisional" saass-dependonv calibrations

r± >{a+DUi) t± +(c+dM1) , where the vaines of a.b.o «ad

A were taken from ref• 6/ , i-0 er 77* ,

/iii/ The pest-neutron emission masses'!



lu

/ 1 T / The post-neutron omission onergy*!

P° - (a+bllj) fA +(o+dMj)

/ Y / Tita pre-neutron emission fragment energy i

/ri/ NOW the li is calculatod aooording te tue Eq. (l) f

Mf, - 236 - ( M + U_) f and tfco iteration is performed in tue

leep /iii/ - A i / until tho differenoe between the subseque-

nt values of mass is loss then O.I ana. Usually 3-4 ite-

rations were sufficient.

,-, . 17-19}

Per V(1I) we have uoed tho data of refs« /

assuaing /in the absence of better data/ that this dependence in

polar emission is similar to that in binary fission» We also no-

gleoted tk« dependence of \) on the kinetio energy of fragmenta«

In faet , it appeared that vrithin the mass resolution aohieved ,

the neutron emission corroottoa viaa of little importance.
The mass rosolution of our apparatus was determined oonvolu-

7/
ting the mass distribution noacurod by Schmitt et al ' with the

Gaussian resolution function, and oomparlng the result with mass

distribution of the. binary fiBSion fragments measured under our

experimental conditions. The dispersion parameter 6~ of tke

Gaussian tuned out to be 6.4arau for the light and 6.6a*u for the

heavy fragatnts,respectively» The main causes of the poor résolu«

tien, apart from the inherent deficiencies of the double kinetio

energy measurement method, wero /in the order of decreasing im-
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portan««/ i the targo; thioknoss, radiation daaag* ef detectors,

pile-aps and the distribution of the ongle cp .
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Table 1

Relative yields of different particleB in per oent of

oC - partióle yield and the L/H intensity ratioa.

p

t

t

4He

6He

L-emia8ion I H-eaiasion

experimental

30.5^0.2^0.6)

2.8Í0.5(r0.6)

9.2±1.2(i0.9)

100

<6xlO"2

cale.

31

4

8.6

100

3x10"3

experimental

44.5i4(-i)

i 3.4Í0.9(±0.7)

8.0±1.5(±0.8)

100

<0.2

calo.

14

1.6

2

100

IQ"3

L/H ratio

experimental

2.0*0.2

2.4±0.9

3.3^.6

2.9Í0.2

cale.

1.0

1.2

2 .0

0.5

The errors given in the table are atatiatical ones, and

^in parentheaesj K » the estimated maximum systematic) errors

made during the particle identification. The deformation of

fragmenta was not taken into account in the oaloulationa.
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7he errors are statistical only. .

a/because of the poor statistics we could not follow the convention oí Sch-.U*. c. al.6'/
 of

between the 3/4 maiinua points of the peak and wie calculated th-i- mvan o: li-.v Vrulc
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Figura captions

Fig.l. Geoaetry of the experiment. The nautren beam passes

perpendicularly to the plane of the figure« 0 denotes diameter.

The resolution function D(«f) shown in the right 3orner is the

(arbitrarily normalized) probability distribution of registering

the K A A B A F f\F„ event, »hen the angla between the polar partl-
O <"

ola and F fragaent is equal to Cj> degrees.

Fig.2. Comparison of experimental and oaloulated polar particle •i

spectra in the caso of emission along the light (upper part of

the figure) and the heavy fragment trajectory. The spootra (in

the laboratory system) aro normalized to unity in the peak. For tha

sake of clarity the experimental spectra of tritons are displayed

in the fora of histograms. In the oase of L-euission of OC-partió-

les two theoretical results arc presentedt calculated with and

without taking account of the deformation of ligkt fragments

(dashed and solid lines, respectively) . In this and all tha

subsequent figures the errors are statistical only»

Fig.3. Comparison of the bipartition and polar emission fragment

mass distributions. All distributions ara normalized to unity

in the peak. For the sake of clarity the experimental points ara

shown only in the case of proton polar emission, in ethar oases

9/only the smoothed distributions ara shewn.

Fig.4. Comparison of the ooan pre-eoission fragment masses M*

(in tha case of L- and E-oaission) for tha binary fission ( B )

and nalar p.d.t aad oC-emissioxuFer the ««partíalo emission

ttaa pasitiensof the« noan aasaea predicted in draporation ealaola«

tiens ara also shown.
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Pie. S. Comparison of tho light (L) and heavy (H) fragment mass

distribution« measured in tho present work for the oC-polar oaissiw

^pointa) and binary fission (solid lines) with the predictions

based on the evaporation hypothesis. The dashed lines give the

calculated results, while tho dot-ana-dash liass present the ro*

suits of Blearing of those distributions by simulated experimen-

tal resolution. The strong fluctuation« in theoretical results are

dme te the pairing effects in neutron and oC-partiole separation

•mergies. All distributions are normalised te unity in the peak*

Pig« 6. Emission probability (as defined in the text) ef protons}

tritons and OC-particles as a function of the mass ef the emitting

fragment. The solid linos present tho results obtained when the

•ass distributions uned Tor the calculations have been previously

9/
smoothed * • Note tho flat shape for the heavy fragments» The oal-

cnlated curve (dashod lino) is in total disagreement with the

experimental results«

Fig«?. The fragment energy apootra in polar emission for tho frag*

ments geing in the saae direction as the polar particle (lewer

part of the figure) and for those going in the opposite direction

(̂ upper part) • For comparison the bipartition rrr>gment spectra

simultaneously measured are also shown« All the speotra are nor-

malised to unity in the peak. For the sake ef clarity the experi-

mental points are shown only for the proton emission, far ether

oases only the smoothed distributions are displayed.

Decomposition of tho spoctra into the L- and H- components.obtai-

ned due to sorting of nultiparaiaeter data, is illustrated by the

exasple of CC^saission (âashoâ lises) «

Fifi. S» Til« pelar emission energetics as compared with Binary



fission (denoted by ö). The moan light (a,*) and heavy (b) f rag-
el

•eut kinetic energies aro tí/aotod by circles for the "0" fragments

and by TV fer the "TT" onos. The pro-emission values (F*) are

deneted by oroases. Tho moan total pre-emission (o) and post-omi-

ssien (d) kinetio energies are shown for the cases of L-emissien

(empty eiroles) and n-omisaion (full oiroles) » The letters L and

H mark positions predioted in evaperatien calculations.

Fig* 9« Dependence of the mean total kinetio energy on the mass

of the emitting fragaont in p, t &na OC-polar emission. Kote the

olose similarity in shape oí tho dopondonoo obtained for the bina-

ry fission, incluüins a di;: In tho region of Hymnetrio aass divi-

sion«

Fig« 10« Dopomleaco o£ tho coan onorgy in the lab systea of

pelar OC-partioloa (a) and of protons (b) on the mass of the

emitting fragment. In tho case of oC-oaission shown are also

the events bavins tho F onorgy fixed within the intervals

70~80UeV (eapty circles) and 45-60 UeV (cresses) • The sane

dependence bat in the post-emission fragment reference system

(o) is compared with theoretioal predictions based «n the evapora-

tion hypothesis.Déformation of the light fragments was net aooeun-

ted for.

Fig.ii. Dependence of the noun energy of polar oC-partioles (a) and

prêtons (b) in tho lab systom on the poet-emission "0" fragment

kinetio energy« BcpcndoncG of the mean "channel" energy of polar

particle-in tho prc-cnission "0" fragiaent kinotio energy is

compared with tho resultó of evaporation calculations (c). Crosses

and bold lines refer to proton oaiaaion, while empty circles and

thin li"» refer to tho OC-polar etBission, The ene-to-one



oorrespendenae between tho F* and the total excitation energy

is ued fer tbe double description of the abscissa* The dashed

lines correspond to the caso when the «hole excitation energy con-

centrates at the emitting fragment* the solid lines are oaloulated

under the assumption that this energy shares between the L and

H fragments in a ratio similar to that in bipartition (see

fig. 2 ef reí. ' I • The figure refers to events for which the

M * mass is ootttained within the interval 95-iOiamu.
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